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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital rights management and access protection entails the operation of software or
hardware control that can monitor, regulate, and price uses of digital files that contain
protected content or software. Electronic monitoring of a protected file is generally
administered now through attached rendering software or containment that ensures
access only to authorized users. Depending on the price that a user pays, protective
owners may also limit use by number of plays, duration of access, temporary or partial
uses, lending rights, and the number of devices on which the file may be accessed.
Containment can also be complemented with watermarks or flags that signal whether the
work is copy-protected. Finally, hardware programming can reduce the risks of
tampering with vulnerable software by placing detection capabilities in the chip or
processor rather than in the enabling software itself.
Digital rights management and related access control are protections in software or
hardware code that are legally different from copyright, which entails the legal protection
of underlying works from unauthorized reproduction, distribution, derivation, public
performance, or display.1 Copyright protection is principally limited by term duration,2
fair use,3 the first sale doctrine,4 the idea-expression dichotomy,5 and exemptions for
libraries,6 classrooms and distance learning,7 and the blind and the handicapped.8 In
contrast, access protection entails technological protections that shield a copyrighted
work from the attempt to copy, while DRM may limit or permit later use of an accessed
work.9 Both DRM and access protection then are technology protections that are akin to
measures that disallow “black boxes” to decode scrambled cable signals or devices that
circumvent the Serial Copy Management System. As such, access protection might not
be subject to the same legal limitations and user rights now established in traditional
copyright.
This article examines access protection and digital rights management from an
economic perspective oriented around actual experience in free market behavior. In the
paradigm of Schumpeterian economics (i.e., technological competition),10 market
processes enable the cadences of ‘creative destruction’ – new ideas, products, processes,
and organizational modes. In an environment that is imperfectly understood but
learnable, economic efficiency is here gauged more by its capacity to create, order, and
resolve, rather than by static welfare measures common elsewhere in the economics
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profession. In integrating the institutions of law with a foundational base in economics
and technology, we are then engaged as participants in a ‘science of the artificial’11 – the
attentive design of a process to accommodate system complexity when intelligence is
widely distributed and information open-ended.
Examined as market facilitators, access protection and DRM may reduce the
dangers of unauthorized reproduction and distribution of copyrighted works, and
therefore provide greater incentive for digital presentation of new content and software.
However, there is a positive side for economic consideration as well. By eliminating
arbitration, DRM may also enhance the range of producer offerings, deepen service
versions, and enable more market combinations and organizational modes. In particular
academic and library uses, agents can then be expected to come to accommodative
licensing arrangements and institutions that enhance transaction efficiency yet further.
The upshot is that a free market may drive digital techniques toward beneficial ends in
manner that the harshest critics might have not appreciated.
The general economic case for DRM should not be confounded with other matters
related to copyright protection, such as duration and scope. With regard to term duration,
the Berkman Center at Harvard challenged the Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998,
which extended the duration of copyright an additional twenty years in a manner that had
a contested economic justification.12 Moreover, three Brace Lecturers (David Lange,
Alex Kozinski and Pierre Leval) suggest that the scope of copyright be limited; i.e.,
Lange would extend fair use to a greater number of derivative works, while Kozinski and
Leval would implement liability rules to accommodate easier access for secondary
users.13 As evidenced in the positions of self-described “copyright enthusiast” Jane
Ginsburg,14 these reservations regarding the extent of copyright are not inherently
antithetical to support for DRM, which implicates only usage rights regarding digital
media that are controlled during the proper range of protection.

2. CONSUMER CHOICE AND VERSIONING
A strong case for access protection and DRM was set forth initially by the Clinton
Administration’s White Paper, Intellectual Property and the National Information
Infrastructure, which argued for laws that would outlaw technologies that might
circumvent it.15 The White Paper was a key influence behind the subsequent Digital
Millenium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA),16 which Congress enacted to “facilitate the
robust development and worldwide expansion of electronic commerce, communication,
research, development and education” by “making digital networks safe places to
disseminate and exploit copyrighted materials.”17 In passing the DMCA, the U.S. more
than met its treaty commitments that had been established under Article 11 of the WIPO
Copyright Treaty, and Article 18 of the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty,
which specified that parties must provide “adequate legal protection and effective legal
remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures” used by authors,
performers, or producers of phonograms “in connection with the exercise of their
rights.”18
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The nation's four national academies (National Academy of Sciences, National
Academy of Engineering, Institute of Medicine, National Research Council) sounded a
more cautionary note with their joint publication of The Digital Dilemma: Intellectual
Property in the Information Age.19 The report expressed concerns that access protection
and DRM would create a ‘pay-per-use’ society, eliminate fair use of copyrighted works,
and put into place a regime of superdistribution where copyright owners would attach
fees to each subsequent copy of any original download.20 Digital protection could also
lead to loss of historic records, the deliberate non-sharing of content, constraints on
audience activities and access times, and general difficulties that may result as digital
presentation of information came to replace offline production.21 Pamela Samuelson
likened the outcome to fascism,22 and Lawrence Lessig compared content owners to
dinosaurs.23
Moving from polemics to economics, the technical ability to protect access and
monitor use of software and content files may actually benefit consumers. While
suppliers of content conceivably may attempt to use DRM to encumber desirable uses
otherwise protected by “fair use” or “first sale”,24 content providers who hinder user
control necessarily reduce the value of their own product. Consequently, producers who
institute restrictive rules or technologies, or otherwise fail to appreciate the importance of
customer ease, actually reduce market demand and prices..
Moreover, DRM provides to content suppliers the ability to market different
versions of digital product. For example, the right to download, copy, and lend a legally
accessed movie or sound recording may be priced differently than the right simply to
download content without making further transmissions or reproductions. Accordingly, a
digital rights system presents different versions and optional rights25 allows the rights
owners to price individual components and extract varying payments from different kinds
of users.26 Overall, DRM then enables versioning – the offering of granular or more
personalized options to individual users.27
The concept of versioning is not new in market economies. Magazine publishers
make content available for both subscription and single copy, and studios make film
available in first-run theaters, video stores, and television and cable channel specials.28
With merchandise versioning, occasional readers can enjoy a magazine on a “pay per
use” basis, while devoted buyers may become subscribers; intense movie fans run to first
release theaters, while couch potatoes rent videos. Versioning then allows consumers
the choice of a number of service options rather than the confinement of any one. This is
scarcely fascism.
However, resale or arbitrage between low- and high-end markets cannot be
permitted if versioning is to operate effectively. By stopping resale or redistribution of
content from one market segment to another, access protection and DRM then enable
producers to develop more versions.
Besides stopping viral reproduction, access
protection and DRM then may widen product diversity and consumer choice. Presenting
the economic concept, William Fisher of Harvard University would write in 1988,
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“judges should watch for situations in which unauthorized use of copyrighted material
undermines price discrimination schemes [i.e., versioning] and should be chary of
holding such uses fair.” 29
Versioning is profitable because producers can monitor varying customer demands
differently. In so doing, discriminating producers who can extract greater revenue from
across the user spectrum will have more incentive to produce and release more content
and present more features. The prospective use of differing versions and prices is
particularly defensible in content industries, where vast production costs are sunk
upfront, but incremental production and distribution costs are modest.
The effect of versioning upon individual users is bifurcated. Economists would
tend to agree that smaller users will assuredly gain. This is because producers may
actually lower prices for “no frills” services to basic customers without worrying about
losing revenues from high-end users, who can be expected to choose a different version.
Content owners may also use personalization techniques to identify prospective first
customers and extend to them free previews, time-limited rentals, and low-price
introductory offers.
At the other end of the consumer spectrum, the most intense users of any product
can be expected actually to pay more under versioning than otherwise.30 This is because
discriminating producers may extract incremental consumer value by charging higher
prices for deluxe services, without worrying about attrition among less intense users.
Despite the higher prices, the large customers may yet be better off, as suppliers also
have greater incentives to innovate and present more deluxe features if they can be
additionally compensated for their effort.
With the capabilities of digital technology, “an information goods producer can
almost costlessly package these goods in a wide variety of configurations, opening the
possibility for more complex product and pricing configurations.” 31 Moreover, version
experiments provide new loads of undiscovered user information and technical process
that can be refined in the market crucible.

3. THE MUSIC SERVICES
Nowhere are the potentialities of DRM made more evident than in the evolving market
for music services. In the past year, a number of events have reordered the constellation
of suppliers and services considerably, as new entrants pushed early leaders for
customers and long-term market position. While buildout may be disappointing and
some may wish to view the market as a failure, it is essential rather to introduce more
nuances to the view.
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A Market for Services
In April, 2003, Apple Computer launched an innovative Internet music store, iTunes, that
was to become the market leader in legitimate downloads by the end of the year.32
Encoded with Advanced Audio Coding, individual songs at iTunes cost 99 cents apiece.33
The key innovation of Apple was its light-handed but elegant rights management system,
called Fairplay, that allowed buyers to transfer tunes to Apple iPod players, burn
unlimited numbers of CDs, and transfer downloaded songs to up to three other hard
drives34 The new service differed at its inception in April from earlier subscription
services, such as label-owned MusicNet, which had at one time stopped transfer to MP3
players, clocked out access after subscription ended, and disallowed downloading
altogether.35
A competitive a la carte download service with some additional attractive features
is Musicmatch, which provides downloads in order to complement its popular music
management jukebox, which is now installed on 37 million PCs.36 With free jukebox
software, basic users of Musicmatch may buy a 99 cent download; deluxe users can
choose an upgraded service at $19.99 per month that has faster burn speeds and avoids
upgrade ads. With considerable jukebox functionalities, Musicmatch also offers a
personalization service (which Apple lacks) that tracks an individual’s downloads to
make personalized recommendations, and two radio services that track user preferences
to compose interactive “radio stations” with personal content.
In legitimate relaunch since October, 2003, Napster offers a different combination
of downloading and streaming services.37 For 99 cents a track, Napster users may
choose individual songs for download (and burn). Users may also purchase (for
$9.95/month) an optional service that enables streaming and tethered downloading of
tunes supplied by 40 interactive radio stations.38 Free services for all Napster users
include music videos, thirty second samples, online articles, Billboard charts, inter-user
email, and browsing of playlists and recommendations; there is no digital personalization.
At the moment, Real Networks’ Rhapsody offers the leading alternative model to
downloads a la carte.39 The key competitive feature of Rhapsody is “all you can eat”
interactive streaming, which is made available for $9.95 per month; individual burns at
Rhapsody are available at 79 cents apiece. The Rhapsody service also offers access to 50
commercial free stations. As another primary attractive feature, the software (Real Audio
10) now accommodates music purchased from all formats, including iTunes.40
Reflecting the Schumpeterian importance of new technology and organizastional
mode, the market has moved some distance from the original business models of the two
music services – MusicNet and Pressplay – controlled by the major labels. Jointly owned
by a number of labels, MusicNet (Warner, EMI, BMG) and Pressplay (Universal, Sony)
largely rented music; i.e., they originally allowed full sampling through streams and
downloads, but ended access to all previously downloaded music at termination of
service. The label services attempted to version the market by price discrimination based
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on intensity of use (i.e., purchase volume), although Pressplay permitted a limited
number of burns for an additional fee.41

4. MARKET ECONOMICS
There are seven general points to be made regarding competition in the market for music
services. First, the spectrum of services is now quite wide; focused shoppers locate
favored songs through a la carte downloads, listeners-at-large are attracted to noninteractive streaming, and the most dedicated browsers can insist upon the full browsing
capabilities of interactive streaming. Differentiated versions may combine services and
features regarding ownership rights, service length, pricing, personalization, and
complementary components. With no abiding market certainty of where buyer tastes
reside, rival providers will come to “learn by doing” the particular services and features
that consumers want most. Under such conditions, new ideas can come to market and
continue to challenge and possibly displace existing business models.
Second, actual market experience proves that the use of digital rights management
is indeed responsive to consumer tastes. At their outset, MusicNet, Pressplay, and
Rhapsody were all-streaming services that did not permit downloading and burning. As
subscriptions trailed and illegal file-trading continued, the importance of music
ownership and related portability became evident to all, particularly Steve Jobs (i.e.,
Apple). In the same respect, CD tracks, once battened down with strict anti-copying
protections, now accommodate (through Microsoft’s Windows Media Audio Format)
limited burning, temporary sharing, and additional “second session” content that provides
a pleasant listener experience on the PC.42 Under the influence of ongoing feedback from
the market, DRM is improperly conceived as an operation that locks up content in a
manner unfriendly to consumers.
Third, both sampling and personalization are essential if a digital market is to be the
truly empowering “celestial jukebox” that Paul Goldstein conceptualized.43 While a
number of download services (including iTunes) now enable 30 second clips, only
interactive streaming at Rhapsody enables full track sampling. For $10 per month, an
iTunes user can own 10 songs; for the same monthly amount, a Rhapsody user can listen
to thousands. The potential for streaming is illustrated further by recent research at
Listen.com, where the average user listens to about 200 different songs per month, but
only 13 percent opted for even one burn.44
As 2 percent of industry releases now
account for 80 percent of industry sales and broadcast radio holds a marketing bottleneck,
interactive streaming with playlist sharing and recommendation may support the
development of new acts heretofore deterred by the bottleneck of promotional radio.45
The market for streaming will expand greatly with the availability of home entertainment
and wireless telephone equipment that will enable remote access inside the home and
portability beyond it.
Fourth, neither downloading nor streaming by themselves will prove particularly
profitable. Download services now pay an estimated 79 cents per song for publisher and
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label royalties, and an additional 5 cents for credit card processing. 46 Once operating
costs are added, it is not clear what their profit margin will be; competition from
Listen.com (79 cents) and Walmart (88 cents) does not bode well. With per song
royalties of about one cent, streaming services enabled through upfront subscription fees
of $10 per month may now have wider profit margins. Nonetheless, price competition
should winnow down profit margins to competitive levels.
Accordingly, in order to profit, each online provider will need to distinguish its
particular services, attract a base market segment, and successfully innovate further to
widen its appeal. Joint ventures are of crucial importance in enabling market explorations
in each of these respects.47 In discourage competitive switching, service providers may
attempt to lock in customers by providing loyalty programs, proprietary technology, or
volume discounts.
With the potential for more innovative business models, some players may
transform the market yet again in 2004. Sony will market a competitive download
service, called Connect, along with its leading entertainment products.48 Walmart, a
competitive nemesis in the 1990s that used music as a loss leader to attract people into
retail stores, now offers downloads at 88 cents apiece at its online site.49 A third major
entrant, Microsoft, aims to provide a music service to win customers back from iTunes.50
Finally, Amazon and Yahoo are purportedly working up music services to accommodate
their respective platform users.51
Fifth, a market lock may indeed evolve if producers do not work out standards to
enable “mix and match” compatibility between different service providers and player
devices. Leonardo Chiariglione, who recently created a new international group to
establish standards, came to the point: “Unless users can access content without all the
hassle of dealing with different digital rights management systems, DRM is a nonstarter.
The alternative is a digital media stalemate, where nothing moves.”52 Chiariglione’s
failed effort with the Secure Digital Music Initiative proves that standardization may yet
be quite difficult to achieve; however, de facto standards may yet evolve through
Microsoft and efforts in trusted computing.53
Sixth, unauthorized downloading can continue to harm the market and reduce the
chances of success of interesting service applications. While iTunes sold 30 million
tracks in eight months of operation in 2003, estimated pirate takings exceed 5 billion
tracks per day.54 A point recognized in the Napster case, music piracy harms business
models and market evolution in a more profound manner than the simple displacement of
legitimate purchases and immediate licensing opportunities.55 A number of recent legal
developments do not indicate an easy end to the problem.56

5. LEVIES AND DOWNLOADS
Finally, a number of governments have implemented levies on equipment ranging from
MP3 players and blank disks to personal computers and peripheral equipment as a means
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of enabling free downloading and compensating artists. For its part, the Copyright Board
of Canada in 2003 found downloads (but not uploads) to be legal, but also imposed a
levy on the sale of digital audio recorders with non-removable memory, such as the
Apple iPod.57 Fearing harm to general consumers, the Copyright Board declined requests
to impose levies on blank CDs and DVDs, removable memory cards, blank audio tapes,
and MiniDiscs. More impressed with the wisdom of government, Germany appears to be
ready to impose a compensatory levy of a 16 percent value added tax per new computer
sold; it is not clear whether unauthorized downloads would even be legal here.58 Similar
outcomes are possible in Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
Luxembourg and France.59 Some academics in the U.S. (such as Stanford’s Lawrence
Lessig) have advocated a copyright levy placed on internet service providers in order to
permit file-trading60
While focused levies on dedicated playback equipment (e.g., MP3 players) may
provide some supplemental royalty income, general levying on computer equipment and
broadband connection to support downloads presents a cheap variation of industrial
policy by subsidizing the download and suspending its economic relation to market
forces. By eliminating the need for litigation that is now in place, levies then present
appealing gains in the short run. However, if a levy action were to permit free
downloading (as is commonly envisioned), it would simultaneously preempt space from
other business models – involving, inter alia, streaming, personalization, joint venture,
and organizational restructure – that may otherwise be imaginatively conceived,
combined, and readopted. A levy system would then deeply weaken the opportunities
and incentives for innovators to produce new technologies and adapt to developing tastes;
it may preserve the very same “dinosaur” technologies that a market should otherwise
supersede.61
In a rapidly changing market environment, the levy system would rather place
government in top command with authority to set royalty fees, adjust them in response to
changing use patterns, and allocate the collection pot to contending rights owners. If levy
amounts were not adjusted to keep up with growth in usage (for any number of political
reasons related broadly to consumer protection), the resulting administrative “lock in”
would necessarily compensate musical works at decreasing unit rates.62 Moreover, such
levies would present the additional inequity of burdening that part of the population that
has no interest in downloading music, and thereby delaying the buildout of
infrastructure.63 Indeed, the Germany recording industry acknowledged that nearly half
of the blank CDs sold in the country were used for entirely licit purposes. 64
While wide-ranging levies seem problematic, there is no reason to oppose
individual contracts that could be negotiated between trade associations (such as the
RIAA) and universities, where download activity evidently is more pronounced.65
Moreover, if piracy indeed cannot be stopped, a market-based recourse would entail the
label buyout of KaZaa, the peer-to-peer software leader that has enabled over 300 million
downloads, for use as cheap promotional freeware to attract users to music services.66
Such a combinatorial venture requires a substantial bit of entrepreneurial activity and
organization, and is not a concern for the government.
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